Abstract. While a number of techniques have been developed for table recognition in ordinary text documents, very little work has been done on tables that contain mathematical expressions. The latter problem is complicated by the fact that mathematical formulae often have a tabular layout themselves, thus not only blurring the distinction between table and content structure, but often leading to a number of possible, equally valid interpretations. However, a reliable understanding of the layout of a formula is often a necessary prerequisite to further semantic interpretation. In this paper, a graph representation for complex mathematical table structures is presented. A set of rewriting rules is applied to the graph allows for reliable re-composition of cells in order to identify several valid table interpretations. The effectiveness of the technique is demonstrated by applying it to a set of mathematical tables from standard text books that has been manually ground-truthed.
Introduction
The matrices of cells could be considered as the simplest tables: There are no spanning cells through columns or through rows. The borders of all the cells are marked by the ruling lines. This kind of tables is easy to recognise using the graphic ruling lines. However, due to the lack of standard convention of composing tables, not all tables follow such a distinction. As for the physical layout, it can be noted often the presence of cells that spread over several lines or several columns, and sometimes the borders of neighbouring cells are even misaligned. Also, in the majority of cases, the borders and the rules of a table are not marked by the graphic lines.
To characterize the table structure for various domains of documents, a flexible framework representation is necessary. The table's syntactic layout and the semantic structure must be depicted. While the information about the physical layout can contribute to table re-composition, the logical structure can be used to extract the table's content for re-use purposes.
Ramel et al. [6] analyse the most two well-known table representation systems (which are introduced by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS)) that are used to represent tables and find that they share the same deficiencies. First, the representation of irregular physical layouts are difficult. The poorly aligned borders of cells are Two different interpretations of a single table that is taken from [5] not allowed and improvised solutions are provided for the spanning cells. Finally, limited means are supplied for the description of the logical structure of a table.
The aim of this work is to develop a table recognition algorithm that is particularly good for tables containing mathematical expressions. As the distinction between tables and complex typeset mathematical formulae spanning multiple lines is often difficult, the narrow definition of tables is forgone and instead consider a far wider range of expressions as tables as is usually the case in the literature.
The tabular form in which many mathematical expressions are being presented can often lead to ambiguities in the interpretation to what essentially constitutes a table component (i.e., a column, row or cell). While in table understanding of ordinary text tables [7] , [8] , the goal is generally to restrict a result to a single valid interpretation, for mathematical tables these ambiguities can lead to several possible valid interpretations. Therefore, the aim of the proposed recognition procedure is to produce as a result the set of possible valid interpretations.
Since, as mentioned above, that there is no standard convention of composing tables and that there is a need of building table representation framework which is flexible enough to deals with tables from various domains. Therefore, The framework that is illustrated in section 3 is constructed based on abstract concepts that allow for producing the maximum cells, columns and rows which can be extracted from table form. Graph rewriting rules are also introduced in this framework to selectively utilized for recomposing table's cells. The nature of the proposed framework gives the opportunity to used it on different table structures from various area of sciences like Literacy, Mathematics, Physic, Chemist...etc.
Interpretation of Mathematical Tables
While some tables, for example, Cayley tables in abstract algebra, are quite straight forward to recognise due to their easy tabular composition and some-times clear separation of rows and columns with bars, this is generally not the case. In fact, the common absence of any vertical or horizontal bars as well as the complexity of formulae often spanning multiple lines make it not only difficult to identify the cell structure but can lead to a number of different interpretations for the same table, which are often equally valid. Figure 1 presents two tables taken from [5] with a fairly conservative column and row layout. There is indeed a unique ideal interpretation for Table 1 , consisting of two columns and three rows, where the cell in the lower right hand corner contains a math expression spanning two lines. In addition, given the difference in font weights one could even interpret the first line as a clear header row. Table 2 on Figure 1 is less straightforward given the overlapping expressions in the second line. However, one can still come up with a unique interpretation of five rows and three columns. However, due to the overlap of the formulae which are effectively in a column of their own, it is difficult to obtain this interpretation automatically. Figure 2 presents a clipping from a more complex table also taken from [5] . Here it is possible to see two different interpretations, both with their own merits. While both interpretations regard the basic table as consisting of four columns, the first interpretation results in three rows, using the formula names on the right hand side as header column. The second interpretation on the other hand uses the enumeration in the first column as header. Obviously there are still more interpretations: For example, one with three columns with the middle column containing complex formulae or even one with only two columns, where the right column contains named multiline formulae that possibly even be considered as subtables.
This gives not only rise to the problem of finding a method that can yield a number of possible valid interpretations, but also the need to finding an adequate grid structure to represent such tables holding the different interpretations and to give a means to re-compose the recognised cells.
Multi-interpretations of Table's Re-composition
In this section a description of the proposed method is given. The input of the technique is the bounding box of table cells which are extracted by the method presented in [1] . Using these cells, the algorithm first produces the maximum columns and also the maximum cells in each column that can be extracted from a table. This is further described in the preprocessing steps section below. Then an initial graph that represents the table grid and the relationship between their nodes (cells) is defined and built. Also a new set of graph rewriting rules that are used to produce all possible valid interpretations is illustrated. Finally, experimental results on 150 tables are shown and evaluated.
Preprocessing Steps
Several definitions are given below to formally describe the concepts of how the maximum columns and cells from tables are extracted. The first definition is for the Bounding Box of the cell component C: 
. and m < n
In case there is an absence of cell which should be beneath or above a cell that is being checked using the step described above, a virtual cell c is added. When the graph is built later, these virtual cells are represented as nodes. The goals of adding such nodes to the graph are firstly to avoid the complex relationship between nodes and secondly to use such nodes to detect actual rows. Some examples are shown in Figure 3 In order to locate the position of virtual cells, the definition 3 in [1] is recalled to calculate the borders of lines and then use them to detect if there is an existence of a line which has no corresponding cell (belong to a particular column) vertically overlapped with its borders. If so, a virtual cell is added.
Definition 3 (Virtual cells). Let col
= {c 1 , c 2 , ....c n } be a column and l = {g 1 , g 2 , ....g n } be a line such that if b(c 1 ) =< t (l 1 )||t(c 1 ) >= b (l 1 ) where t (l 1 ) = min g∈l1 t(g) and b (l 1 ) = max g∈l1 b(g) then add a virtual cell c 1 .
Tabular Representation Using Graph Model
The total cells which are produced from the above steps are utilized to build an initial graph that represents the G which corresponds to a cell c has four edges E with four directions where l, r, t and b are labelled left, right, top and bottom edge direction respectively (an exception is for border nodes which might have only two or three edges). Also, there must be an existence of all possible first degree connections between nodes N . The first degree connections mean here the edges that directly connect a node n with its adjacent nodes.
Definition 4 (Graph Specifications). Let n be a node which represents a cell c, then the directions of its outgoing edges are defined by l(n), r(n), t(n), b(n) representing left, right, top and bottom directions respectively. Let n be directly adjacent node to n at any direction such that every l(n) there exists of r(n ) and likewise for r(n), t(n), b(n).

1) Type of Nodes:
When constructing the initial graph, one can divide the nodes to four types. The classification process is done by checking whether there is a horizontal overlap between columns or not. Table 1 shows the node types and how they are treated by the interpretor. 
2) Type of Relationships between nodes (Edges):
To avoid having complex relationships between nodes, a graph which represents the maximum number of nodes for a table is constructed. This provides us with simple relationship between nodes which are horizontal and vertical edges.
Construct Initial Graph (Example)
The graph in Figure 4 represents Table 2 in Figure 1 which illustrates one possibly valid interpretation of the table. As can be seen, the proposed algorithm succeeded in distinguishing the second column that represents equations from the misaligned third column that represents the conditions associated with these equations and eventually splits them to two columns. 
Graph Rewriting Rules
Graph rewriting rules are composed to represent structural information of table form. The graph defined above is used to represent them. Although, in [3] and [2] the authors have used graph rewriting rules before to analyse table layout, due to the complex structure of the table domain that are used in the experiments, new rules are produced. Let N and E represent a specific set of nodes and a specific set of relationships between nodes called edges respectively. Then, A graph rewriting rule can 
Fig. 6. Full production rules
be represented by the following tuple g = {N, E, P } where P are rewriting production rules which has the form lhs → rhs, this specifies two graphs where the subgraph rhs in a host graph (G) can be replaced with a graph lhs. The embedding relations ER associated with each rewrite rule lhs → rhs specify how the new subgraph lhs is connected to the remainder graph of the host graph G, after rhs is removed. The notation containing four-tuples of the form {(n 1 ,e 1 ,n 2 ,e 2 ): n 1 ,n 2 ∈ N ; e 1 ,e 2 ∈ E} is used to represent embedding relations ER. Figure 5 shows an example of production rule. Embedding rule ER which tells edge label conversion from rhs to lhs for the production rule showed in Figure 5 is expressed as follows:
Full Table Production Rules
A sample of the production rules that are needed to represent all possible table interpretations are shown in Figure 6 . Due to the pages number limitation, illustration of all rules which fully cover the different cases of node combinations is not possible. By using these rules, one can produce all possible table interpretations.
Evaluation and Experimental Results
To accomplish the Table Dataset Output Table Dataset No. of Tables   Number of  Possible Table  Interpretations No. of Tables  Interpretations  Completely and Correctly Extracted
No. of Tables  Interpretations  Partially  Extracted No. of Tables  Interpretations  That are missed   82  2  124  26  14  65  4  141  56  63  3  7  6  7  8 matching rate is approximately between 75% and 95%. 3) Tables interpretations that are missed. In this cases, the matching rate is 0%.
Analysis of Table Interpretations That Are Partially Extracted or Missed
Although the experimental results -presented in Table 2 -show already a promisingly high accuracy rate, there is still a considerable problem with the misclustering of some cells to the wrong column (in the case of table interpretations that are partially extracted) and the failure of splitting two columns (in the case of table interpretations that are missed). An analysis of these cases yields that the majority of mis-clustering and failure cases are due to the preprocessing step when it fails to assemble the cells into their proper columns. One possible approach to tackle this kind of problem and eventually improve the accuracy of the proposed approach is to manually intervene by adding marks on tables which assist the proposed method in inferring the correct column and as a result, extract the all possible valid table interpretations. Figure 7 illustrates how adding marks on tables improves the accuracy rate. The Figure 7 shows tables before and after the manual intervention. Each column in this table is bordered and given a number. By observing table (a) it can be clearly seen that last cell in the first row is wrongly clustered to the third column where it should have been gathered with the cells in fourth column. Table (b) shows a solution of the problem by adding an empty rectangle over the third column to tell the proposed method that the last cell in the first row is not overlapped with all cells in third column and therefore, it should be gathered with cells in fourth column.
Conclusion
The proposed framework introduced in this paper was built accordingly upon the observation of a wide range of tabular forms which occur in many documents from different domains. The abstract components of this framework can be used as basis of wide range of other applications of document recognition.
The technique represented here is able to produce several interpretations of table form. Unlike other table representation techniques, the proposed approach has the capability to deal with misaligned columns that sometimes appear in tabular mathematical components. Adding virtual nodes to the initial graph prevents complex relationship between nodes and would contribute in deciding the actual table's rows. Using the described production rules allow for producing more than one possible valid interpretations of table structure. The experiments in 150 tables show promising results.
